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Context

In the context of the emerging risks faced by the electrical grid, a number of initiatives have been launched
by major players to devise innovative ways of operating the power grid based on optimization and machine
learning [1-3].

Among them, RTE, French TSO, is animating the L2RPN competition (Learning to Run a Power Network) [2]
to encourage the development of solutions based on Reinforcement Learning approach. In this competition,
agents learns to operate a synthetic grid network in real time during one-week scenarios and to deal with
forced outages.

A successful agent is able to optimize cost operation while avoiding blackouts and favoring low carbon emis-
sion energy source. The competition is based on the GridAlive software ecosystem to model the grid and the
interaction of the agent [4].

Multi-agent framework combining Reinforcement Learning, Optimization and Expert Heuristics

For our participation in the 2023 edition, we developed a solution that ranked first on the private leaderboard of
the competition. It is based on a multi-agent framework that allows a cooperation between specialized agents.
The solution mainly relies on a topology agent that is learned based on a curriculum learning approach [5,
6]. It is build in an iterative way, from greedy agents whose roles are to identify most relevant actions on the
grid, to model-based agent trained by reinforcement learning to take into account the dynamic of scenarios.
The topology agent is backed by a resdispatch agent when no satisfactory topological configuration could be
find and by expert agents to deal with individual case.
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